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In 2019, Daniel Buchler approached Blue Door to help develop and implement a digital 
advertising campaign to help drive awareness for their new Fall products and increase 
online sales. Daniel Buchler is a luxury clothing company based out of New York that 
specializes in robes and loungewear. Their products utilize rare and hybrid textiles 
from around the world.

Blue Door’s mandate included studio content production, strategy development, and 
digital advertising. After conducting a two-day studio shoot, market research, and an 
audit of the Daniel Buchler brand, Blue Door created a full-scale digital advertising 
campaign to build brand awareness and increase online sales.
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THE SOLUTION 

The purpose of the campaign was to build awareness for new products launching in the fall, as well as to capitalize 
on the holiday season for gift-buyers. Blue Door analyzed monthly, quarterly, and annual sales of Daniel Buchler 
to build a full-service digital marketing strategy that increased awareness for the quality of the products, drove 
sales online, and retargeted users who abandoned their cart utilizing email marketing. 

• Increase Impressions on Facebook and Instagram

• Increase Engagements on Facebook and Instagram

• Increase Impressions and Share of Voice on Google

• Increase website traffic to generate awareness for the Daniel Buchler brand and its products

• Increase online sales

Blue Door identified these goals and key performance indicators to ensure alignment with client expectations 
and Blue Door’s ability to execute. Blue Door set the foundation to ensure the strategy was supported from the 
ground up. This meant strategizing for and conducting a two-day studio shoot to showcase the line fall products, 
including the product of motion graphics. This creative was utilized to create ads, organic social media posts, and 
email marketing initiatives.

Blue Door was tasked with creating and executing a full-scale digital advertising campaign across Facebook, 
Instagram, and the Google Search Network. The goal of the campaign was to generate awareness for the Daniel 
Buchler brand, and specifically to focus on the quality of the fabric used in the garments. This played an important 
role in how we deployed our campaign, both on an organic and paid level.
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We built a deployed a six-part campaign which included the following phases:

1. Awareness Building

2. Interest Building

3. Consideration Building

4. Intent Building

5. Evaluation Building

6. Sales Building

Each phase of the campaign utilized a different type of creative based on the needs of the consumer in each 
segment of the sales funnel. It was critical early in the campaign to utilize creative that showcased the USP (the 
high quality, imported fabric) to separate Daniel Buchler from the competition. Once the users were targeted 
based on their interest, behaviours, and geography, they were retargeted with new advertisements. As the 
consumers moved down the sales funnel, they were targeted with advertisements with a much more specific Call 
to Action (CTA) with catalogue-style creative to showcase the different products that were available. In addition, 
we utilized email marketing to showcase new products and promotions, as well as to target those users that 
abandoned their cart during the purchasing process.
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CAMPAIGN SERVICES 

• Market research

• Full brand audit

• Strategy development

• Seasonal studio shoots

• Organic social media management

• Creation and deployment of digital advertisements on Facebook, Instagram, and Google

• Monthly reporting and metrics review

View Instagram account here.

https://www.instagram.com/danielbuchler/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/danielbuchler/?hl=en
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THE RESULTS 

• Landing Page Views (LPV): 6,623 ($0.51/LPV)

• Impressions (Facebook): +64,000%

• Impressions (Instagram): +24,639%

• Engagements (Facebook): +18,357%

• Engagements (Instagram): +875%

• Ad Clicks (Google): 21,561

• Impressions (Google): 3.1M

• Online Store Sessions: 27,523 (+548%)

• Total Sales: $40,546 (+92%)

• Email Marketing Sales: $6,902


